Vitrea is leading the technology revolution of the long static electric switch industry. By fusing smart touch
technology with the elegant design of crystallized glass, Vitrea has created revolutionary switches for your
home and business. Our unique wired and wireless technology is changing the landscape and making
smart homes more affordable, giving our clients access to the digital home of their dreams.

Luxury Design l High Reliability l Less Expenses

VTouch Series
VTOUCH PRO

A Complete Wireless (Aranet) Smart Home System

VTouch Pro's innovative use of wireless technology gives you
all of the benefits of a typical home automation system

Features and Benefits:

without the need for expensive infrastructure, renovations
or complicated, wired installations.
At the swipe of your fingertip, you can control the lights,
blinds, arm your security system or control your HVAC
through an app on your favourite mobile device. Should your
device ever malfunction or you just prefer not to use one,
controlling these features of your home can be done simply
by touching the VTouch Pro switches. Now you can also
upgrade your interior design with VTouch Pro's digital
elegant glass touch switches which give you the benefit of
functioning through a central controller.

Complete Smart
Home System

Connection:
Wireless

Affordable for every home and office
Eliminates the need to invest in a multi-controller system or
expensive infrastructure
Small footprint VBox Pro Controller
Safe and reliable ARANET technology
Simple installation and configuration
User-friendly programming options and one-touch control scenarios
Control electronic appliances from everywhere with your smartphone
or mobile device
Specific scenarios can be scheduled using the system's calendar
Customized scheduling for different rooms in your home or office
Automation at your own space
Stylish colours and personalized engravings offer a customizable
design

Darkness Detection
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App Control

Exclusive Design Voltage: 110-240V
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VTOUCH CRESNET
Customized Glass Touch Keypads Exclusively for Crestron Systems
These new keypads launched by Vitrea are now Crestron
Connected devices, which feature a chic and modern design for
Crestron's smart home systems. The 2-way communication
network between Crestron and our elegant glass keypads offers
the following integration possibilities:
LED light identification: Crestron's system can fully control
the variety of options on each touch button
Communication and customize: configure how and which
commands are set for each touch button:
- press/ release/ short press/ long press/ double press

Connection:
Wired

Darkness Detection

Exclusive Design

Voltage: 24V

VMAX
All-In-One, DIN-Centralized, Home Automation System

Full Integration: Seamlessly integrates with leading third-party controllers including RTI, Control4, Crestron, Somfy and more.
Customization: Suggest to simplify descriptions to give more space to the overall layout.
Total Control: You can activate your favorite scenarios, create a new one or control one of the third-party systems by using apps.
Intuitive Experience: From creating custom scenarios to just giving one command, the system is easy to use, and even those who
are not tech-savvy will feel comfortable using it within minutes.
Complete Reliability: The VMax solution meets all international regulatory safety and quality standards and is in compliance with
international installation and usage requirements.
Spectacular Design: From selecting the color and engraving style to flush mounting or floating keypads, VMax’s crystal keypads are
customized to complement your interior space.
Expanded Wireless Automation: It is expandable to meet the need and budgets of clients who may want to automate additional
spaces at a later time.

Complete Smart
Home System

Connection:
Wired

Darkness Detection

App Control

Exclusive Design

Voltage: 24V
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